Conformational variability of goat β-lactoglobulin: crystallographic and thermodynamic studies.
Goat β-lactoglobulin (GLG), lipocalin protein sharing high sequence similarity to bovine β-lactoglobulin (BLG), has been structurally and thermodynamically characterized. Two crystal forms of GLG have been obtained, trigonal (P3121) and orthorhombic (P21212), with unique molecular packing, not observed previously for BLG. In the trigonal structure, GLG molecules have EF-loop in closed conformation while in the orthorhombic structure, for the first time, symmetric and asymmetric dimers of β-lactoglobulin are observed simultaneously. It indicates that the opening or closing EF-loop does not occur in both subunits at the same time but might be sequential and cooperative. Comparison of GLG and BLG structures revealed presence of various conformers of EF and GH. ITC studies showed that at pH 7.5 GLG binds sodium dodecyl sulfate with Gibbs energy similar to BLG, however, with different contribution from enthalpic and entropic component. At pH 7.5 GLG forms dimers with dimerization constant Ka = 34.28 × 10(3) M(-1), significantly higher than observed for BLG. Similar mechanism of conformational changes and ligand binding indicates that GLG and BLG may play analogous biological role.